
We believe in design

Good design is


and 
advantageous


adventurous



about us

Our expert team based in Tehran, Iran; comprises professional 

members with proper backgrounds in both international and local 

design projects. 


Founded in August, 2021; 'Arieon Design' collected several designers 

from various parts of the country as well as from some Neighbour 

countries. Even though the major share of our work is coordinated 

remotely, our interdisciplinary organizational regulations dictate the 

ethics of professionalism. 

Professional partners around the world:



hi,

Since I came to know myself as a designer, have not I ever envisioned my future doing any other job but 

design. Thus, I pursued my dreams by establishing 'Arieon Design' in order to promote all our services in 

designing and counseling as a team in my own country.



Despite my heavy responsibilities as a project manager since 2015, I never took any step back from the design 

process; As the dynamic atmosphere of design helps me thrive in the industry and widen my understanding of 

international markets. 



After 13 years of working in international companies and gaining first-hand experience of multicultural working 

environments, I returned home to apply my experience in fulfilling my lifelong dream.


-Mohsen Samoudi



Every great design 
begins with an 
even better story.
Our primarily professional motto is 'believe in diversity in every single campaign', which 

enables us to create practical and modern products on digital platforms that can add 

value to the market of our customers. 



what we do

Product Design

Imagining, creating, and iterating products 

that solve users' problems or address specific 

needs in a given market.

Stratrgy

Researching, planning and creating new ways 

to being in the market from UX, branding and 

marketing purposes.

Branding & Design

Designing creative assets as well as visuals for 

branding to be in the class of business as well 

as representing value.



Marketing Campaigns

Planning and creating landing pages as well 

as messages, and emails to reach KPIs in 

specific campaigns of marketing.

Consultancy

Running workshops online and offline for your 

team to empower designers to be ready for the 

next steps in projects.

Social Media

Planning, creating visuals for social media 

profiles such as Linkedin, Facebook, Instagram 

and etc to increase user engagement.



Every experience

matters

Conducting research, planning, and introducing new strategies for the development of the 

target market next to the objectives of branding are the most significant factors in our job. 

des, promoting KPI campaigns through exclusive messaging and emailing services next to 

online and onsite workshops are among the services we offer. On top of that, creating 

visual pictures for online social platforms such as LinkedIn, Facebook, and Instagram can 

make deeper user-promoter interaction and help effectively bridge the logic and emotions 

of the target customers. 


The final product should be a clean reflection of the core image, the website map and 

airframes to create a smooth harmony.




JOYPAY app

Joyapp is a digital wallet for the staff, directly controlled by human 

resource, which facilitates daily management of personal accounts.



We worked on product strategy and design.

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

our works



Asan Daroo app

As counselor and designer of an application for distribution of 

medicine, our team helped a company to find their target market and 

take an upper hand in their market.


Tehran, Iran

our works



Get Contented

We worked on branding strategies and content marketing as well 

as product design to help real state agencies manage their 

objectives and tasks.


Sydney, Australia

our works



Gladiator Logistik

All delivery platforms need a practical website for both individual and 

corporate customers, such as the service we promoted for 'gladiator'. 

We worked on their website and platforms as product design team 

and wordpress dev team.


Wien, Austria

our works



eScholarLink

we cooperated with a Canadian startup to promote a product which 

facilitated the academic interactions and allow students to seek and 

find better opportunities. 


Toronto, Canada

our works



LIBRA

'Libra' is a complete product consisting of a website and various 

applications which was developed as a result of our direct 

cooperation with stakeholders in order to design and create strategies 

and product. 


Tehran, Iran

our works



Resnpectio

Property inspection in Australia before any real estate investment is a 

indispensable step in the work of realtors, and We were responsible for 

the development of a section of an exclusive web-based platform in 

doing so. 


We worked on product design and strategy.


Sydney, Australia

our works



Please don’t hesitate to contact us

mohsen@areiondesign.com

(+1) 567 433 0720

www.areiondesign.com


